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Abstract

The HyperNews project aims at developing a hypermedia electronic newspaper system, based on agent technology, that will help the readers reduce the time spent searching for relevant information. It will also enable information providers to commercialize hypermedia electronic news articles in terms similar to those of printed newspapers. Characteristic aspects of the system include enforcement of copyright control and payment on a “pay per use” basis, establishment of intra- and cross-newspaper hyperlinks according to the interests of the reader and the ability for information consumers to compose their own personalized hypermedia electronic newspaper through a Java-based World-Wide Web browser. In this paper, we identify and discuss the issues related to the development of an electronic newspaper environment based on agents and draw the corresponding requirements.

1 Introduction

The World-Wide Web [1] has paved the way to the global information age and what is about to become a major industry at the dawn of the third millennium: the electronic information industry. However, it is still in its infancy and information providers are reluctant to publish over the Internet for justifiable reasons. Namely, they require means to protect their copyright and intellectual property as well as to collect revenue from their electronic publishing activity. These are indispensable conditions for commercially viable electronic publishing services. From the point of view of information consumers such as managers and decision makers there is the wish to exploit the potential of this industry. They require means in order to be informed accurately with up to date information and presented in a way that best suits their needs [2].

Many newspapers and magazines are now on the Web [3][4]. For example, the Daily Telegraph went on-line November 1994 with the Electronic Telegraph [5]. It is a fully Web edited and based electronic information source. In Switzerland, L’Hebdo magazine went on-line September 1995 with the Webdo server [6] and has proven to be very successful according to access measurements. Such Web based services follow the “pull model of interaction” [7] where the user has to fetch the information by visiting all the desired Web sites. These type of Web based services suffer from major drawbacks when used by professionals. Namely they lack a unified, vendor independent and customized interface to electronic publishing of news articles. More-
over, from the publishers point of view, issues such as copyright control and revenue collection are simply not addressed.

Recently, a new type of service emerged, offering a new model of interaction to their users: the push model [7] where the user is “fed” with information. PointCast [8] is an example of such services. Free information (supported by advertisement) are broadcast to the user’s screen saver “while he is eating, on the phone or any time the computer is idle”. Similarly, Netscape’s Netcaster [9], formerly known as Constellation, is now part of Communicator (i.e., Netscape 4.0). The focus here is to automate off-line Web browsing, reception of information updates, automatic software upgrade and subscription to content channels as described above with PointCast. Netcaster relies on Marimba’s Castanet [10] for distributing both applications and content to their users following a transmitter-channel-tuner metaphor. Such services offer the user limited personalization (i.e., through filters) and predefined channels. The focus is different from a commercially viable electronic newspaper system. It does not offer the information providers means either to protect intellectual property or to generate revenue from this electronic publishing activity. The idea is more on the side of a free (i.e., supported by advertisers) information news feed in a “one size fits all” way, hoping not to fall into a “shove” model.

The MIT Media Laboratory has developed an electronic newspaper system called Fishwrap [11][12]. It is used by the MIT community since 1993 and aims at combining individuals personal information needs (i.e., home town news) with the need to be informed on general issues. The Fishwrap system manages and takes into account the users profiles for personalizing their electronic newspaper. The profile can be updated through a feedback loop for fine tuning. The system however has a major limitation in that it is a centralized system to which information must be sent before dissemination and where the profiles are kept. Moreover, it does not consider the commercial and copyright needs of information providers.

The main idea of an electronic newspaper environment is that there is no central authority. In the real world newspaper publishing is characterized by the absence of a central authority. Information consumers and providers are inherently distributed and fully independent. Thus, new models and techniques need to be introduced in order to fulfil the needs of both information consumers and providers over an electronic information marketplace. The model of a hypermedia electronic newspaper system is rather straightforward. On the one hand, we have information consumers and on the other hand information providers. Between them, the network is used to achieve a commercial transaction in which published information units (i.e., articles) are offered by information providers against payment from the information consumers. Three major actors are identified: the information consumers, the information providers and the network. The first two are active, in the sense that they will initiate changes in the system, whereas the last one is best described as a passive actor upon which the system relies for communicating. We also identify the two agreed elements of the commercial transaction: the article and the payment as its counterpart.

The HyperNews (Hypermedia Electronic Newspaper) project, part of the MEDIA project [13], aims at developing an electronic newspaper environment based on agent technology. Such an environment should offer the publishers of newspapers, magazines and alike the means to commercialize electronically the information they hold under similar conditions as the printed
versions. Namely, by enforcing copyright control and revenue collection. Moreover, it should offer the information consumers the means to reduce the time spent in retrieving the information for which they express interest without being tied to a specific information provider. An electronic newspaper system should offer the information consumer an interface to an electronic newspaper system which is both vendor independent and customized according to his needs.

In this paper, we focus on the issues and requirements for a hypermedia electronic newspaper environment based on agents. In sections 2 and 3 we discuss the issues relevant to information consumers and information providers respectively and draw the requirements for an electronic newspaper environment. In section 4, we discuss the use of agent technology for the development of an electronic newspaper system. Finally, section 5 presents some concluding remarks, current achievements and future work.

2 Information Consumer’s Requirements

The information consumer is the end user of the system, who needs a service providing him with high quality, up to date information. From this point of view, we discuss below the issues relevant to the design of an electronic newspaper system and identify the corresponding requirements.

2.1 User Interface

The World-Wide Web has become a very popular media and browsers are now available on most platforms. Moreover, the user interface of Web browsers is intuitive enough to be used even by children. Thus, it would be an advantage to enable the users to access in a seamless way both their electronic newspaper system and the World-Wide Web through the same interface. This leads to the following requirement:

- information consumers should be able to use any Java enabled Web browser as an electronic newspaper reader.

2.2 Free Choice of Information Providers

We assume that the information consumer is aware of the existing supply in a given information domain. The needed information sources, whether traditional or electronic, are chosen accurately, based on habits, experience and what is done in the company. Selecting information sources in an accurate way is not a random process but rather a conscious decision of the information consumer. This leads to the following requirement:

- information consumers should be able to choose their information providers.

2.3 Customized Information

In order to illustrate the notion of customized information, we consider how an information consumer accesses a printed newspaper or magazine. It is quite common to access the same information source for different reasons (e.g., finance, arts, sports) or to read only a specific section of a number of newspapers (e.g., finance, classifieds). Currently with paper based information sources the whole newspaper is bought although only a subset of it is used. The needed sections
are accessed almost directly and can then be browsed or scanned. Implicitly an information consumer has his mental representation of the structure of a given information source. This allows for direct access to the needed section of the information source depending on the context of work. For an electronic newspaper system, the *information profile* specifies an exhaustive set of information sources and information interests for each source. This leads to the following requirement:

- *information consumers should be able to specify their information interests for every information provider (information profile).*

### 2.4 Customizing Presentation

Finding and physically showing together related information from different information sources is time consuming and error prone. It can bring in-depth understanding of an information through different views. Cross information source *linking* is currently done “manually” by the reader. However, for an electronic newspaper system, this can be achieved by providing means for personal presentation of information. The goal is to offer both a consistent layout over time and physical proximity of related information independent from the source. For example, on the first page of an electronic newspaper, one could want the closing values of the Dow Jones, the Nikkei and the CAC40 from one provider and the weather forecast of the day from an other provider, etc. The *presentation profile* specifies how information is to be presented and can be thought of as the wire frame of the user’s electronic newspaper. It defines the general structure of an electronic newspaper as well as the content of the structure elements. We now have the following requirements:

- *information consumers should be able to specify the general structure of their electronic newspapers (presentation profile),*

- *information consumers should be able to specify the content of each structure element of their electronic newspapers (presentation profile).*

### 2.5 Context Dependent Electronic Newspapers

The situation in which information consumers hold concurrently different positions and responsibilities is rather common. It is also common to be involved in different projects, especially when the position in the hierarchy is high. Thus, depending on the role played by the information consumer, different information sources, sections, topics and presentations are needed. We call the elements defining the information needs and their presentation *information context.*

An information context is equivalent to an electronic newspaper. An information consumer can have multiple information contexts (i.e., electronic newspapers). An information context includes two elements: first, a list of information providers along with information interests for each source and second, the description of how the information should be presented to the consumer. The two parts comprising the information context are the *information profile* and *presentation profile.* For example, a user can have a work context, a private context, a context on a specific topic, etc. Thus we have the following requirement:
• information consumers should be able to have multiple electronic newspapers (information contexts).

In summary, the presentation profile together with the information profile are bound to an information context (i.e., an electronic newspaper). They provide the information consumer the way to specify where information is to come from, what information is of interest and how it is to be presented at retrieval time for each information context.

2.6 Active Information or Notification of Update Availability

Currently, newspapers, magazines and alike are published on a regular predefined time interval basis. The information contained in a given edition is considered static in the sense that it was valid when printed. Nothing however guarantees that it has not evolved by the time it is read. Any evolution of the information will only be traced in the next edition. For immediate information updates, other means and media have to be used, for example on-line information feeds such as Reuters or Bloomberg. In an electronic newspaper system, means are needed to offer the information consumer the possibility of being notified upon availability of information updates (i.e., active information). This follows a push model of interaction where the information consumer can request to be “fed” with information updates on issues for which he has expressed interest. This leads to the following requirement:

• information consumers should be able to be notified when information updates are available on issues of interest (active information).

2.7 Information Access and Information Evolution

There are situations where consumers are either not able or not willing to read their news for many reasons including vacation, illness, sudden high priority events, etc. In such cases, newspapers will be piled up for later reading. In order to catch up, the information consumer might jump to the most recent edition or just start with the first unread edition. In any case, for tracing either backward or forward the evolution of a subject the reader will have to browse through all the editions building his own information evolution with risks of missing something important. Such a task is time consuming, error prone and cumbersome. An electronic newspaper system can very easily provide links between each step of the life-cycle of an information (events happen, evolve and terminate) through hypertext links since information are related one to another. For example, when writing an article, a columnist can easily include a “follow up on” link to relate it to a previous article. Moreover, hyperlinks can also be used to refer to archives, other encyclopedic information or related material both on an internal (i.e., bound to the same information provider) and external basis (i.e., referring to material of a different information provider). This leads to the following requirements:

• information consumers should be able to access easily any point of the historical evolution of an article,

• information consumers should be able to access directly any referenced material both inside and outside the domain of the information provider.
2.8 Anonymity

In the traditional newspaper publishing industry, the information consumer has the choice of revealing or hiding his identity to the publisher. By revealing his identity, through, for example, a subscription, the reader can enjoy several benefits such as, lower price, frequent buyer bonus, personalized information, special issues, etc. However, by buying the edition from a newspaper seller the information consumer retains his full anonymity. Accessing information in an anonymous way is very important since information providers can easily build a reader’s profile based on what is read, often leading to unwanted solicitations and targeted advertisement. Besides, the piece of information read is itself information which the reader might not want to divulge. For example, knowing that a well known businessman is suddenly interested in some small venture company could lead to unpredictable speculations or even have consequences on the stocks of that particular company. Furthermore, anonymity and privacy can be crucial when considering new job opportunities or even desirable when reading “sensitive” articles.

In an electronic newspaper system the information consumer should retain the possibility to reveal or hide his identity. The electronic information consumer should be able to pay for information without having to reveal in any direct or indirect way his identity to the information provider. The problem however is that unlike real cash, the provider can easily find out who the reader is and what is read from the information included in the electronic payment [14]. A possible solution is to either introduce an intermediary acting as a trusted third party between the consumer and the provider, or to use an electronic cash system based on anonymous money. This leads to the following requirement:

• information consumers should be able to retain full anonymity when desired.

2.9 Information Payment, Usage and Access

In the traditional newspaper publishing industry, the smallest information unit that can be put on the market is the issue and its price is fixed accordingly. The price does not vary if an issue holds more or less information than a previous one. It is also not possible to either negotiate a discount when claiming that only a sub section of the issue is relevant to the reader, nor is it possible to ask a refund if the issue has not been read at all.

In an electronic newspaper system however, the granularity of the marketable information unit can be brought down to the level of the article. This allows for a more flexible pricing policy where each article has a price and can be sold independently from an other. Combined with a security scheme, enforcing payment upon access to the content of an article, the information consumer is provided with a pay per use system. This offers the major advantage of allowing information consumers to freely hold and distribute articles without infringing any copyright or intellectual property laws.

Many electronic commerce schemes and protocols exist. They can be classified according to how they cope with issues such as support for micro-transactions, security, anonymity, offline payment, dispute handling, pricing policies etc [15]. In order to offer maximum flexibility to the information consumers, various payment methods should be accommodated by the system by providing a common abstraction layer to electronic commerce. Work has been done in this
direction by SunSoft with the Java Electronic Commerce Framework (JECF)[16][17][18]. Thus, we have the following requirements:

- *information consumers should be able to pay for articles on a usage basis,*
- *information consumers should be able to hold and distribute freely articles,*
- *information consumers should be able to access subsequently articles they have already paid for,*
- *electronic articles should be self contained,*
- *an electronic newspaper system should accommodated existing electronic commerce systems.*

2.10 Off-line Activity and Information Consumer Mobility

Situations in which people require high geographical flexibility and mobility are common nowadays. Consequently, they often have access to many different hosts like for example a workstation at the office, a desktop at home, a laptop when traveling and a palmtop on vacation. This raises two issues. First, off-line activity when a network connection is not available or possible. Second, synchronizing or transferring environments between different hosts. Concerning off-line activity, reading electronic newspaper articles should be possible without any network connection. Of course, in order to acquire the data one must connect to a network but after that, the system should offer means for reading the downloaded information off-line, for example while going to work, on vacation or even from a CD-ROM. This in turn raises the problem of off-line payment systems. Thus, mechanisms for off-line payment must be considered for an electronic newspaper system. For example, smart card technology could offer a clean solution to such off-line problems. This aspect is enforced by the recent release of Java Cards [19] which provides an API for programming smart cards. This leads to the following requirement:

- *information consumers should be able to access articles off-line.*

Concerning the issue of environment mobility, such situations require means to transfer easily a part or the whole environment between the different hosts. Therefore, we have the following requirement:

- *information consumers should be able to move their electronic newspaper environment between hosts easily.*

2.11 The Information Consumer as an Information Provider

This last issue introduces in some way the next section discussing the issues and requirements of the information provider. In fact, we consider here the information consumer as an information provider. To illustrate this issue, we consider the following two examples where a user receives an article: (i) the user decides to forward it to a friend together with some free comments. (ii) the user decides to forward it to a client together with some paying comments. In the first case, the comments are free. However, in the second case, the user has added value to the original article and will want to collect revenue for this. Thus in both cases a new article is created, which contains the original article and the comments with its corresponding price.
The idea here is that an information consumer can become an information provider of his own added value and a reseller of other information provider’s material without infringing any copyright or intellectual property law. This leads to a recursive definition of an article where an article can hold its own added value and other articles provided that each article is able to protect and release its content as discussed in the next section. Thus we have the following requirement:

- **information consumers should be able to publish new articles embedding articles of other providers together with their own added value.**

3 Information Provider’s Requirements

The information provider wants to commercialize electronically the information that he holds in a way that will secure his intellectual property rights. From this point of view, we discuss a number of issues related to the transition from the printed to the electronic media and identify the corresponding requirements.

3.1 Copyright Management and Revenue Collection

Copyright management is a crucial issue for publishers [20][21][22]. A legal base exists for printed material in order to protect intellectual property and rights of author. These laws enforce correct usage of copyrighted material. However, very little has been done yet for electronic documents and data. The problems raised by copyright and rights of author in the electronic world represent a blocking factor for the publishing industry. Information providers need to be assured that electronic information items will be paid for, used as they should be (i.e. view only, authorized copying, distribution, etc.), retain copyright information both as a whole or part, etc.

As far as articles are concerned, a scheme is needed to protect their content from being hacked and tampered with while enforcing payment to the copyright holder. This can be achieved by encryption and digital signature techniques. The scheme used does not need to be 100% secure but secure enough to prevent generic attacks or failures, for example, the breaking of one article key leading to the access of all the articles. Moreover, due to the limited life time and the low cost of the information content, breaking a key should involve sufficient effort to be either too costly or simply too long. This is inherent to the document’s type which is a newspaper or a magazine article (i.e., such information almost become public domain after a day or so). The access to the article content (i.e., decryption) should not occur before payment has been made. This means that the client has been debited and the copyright holder credited with the right amount of money. Subsequent access to an article that has already been paid must be possible by providing a valid proof of purchase. However, only the user that has paid for the article should be granted subsequent access right through the proof of purchase.

It should be noted that all these security aspects should not prevent copying, holding and free distribution of the articles since they embody the necessary mechanisms for protecting, paying and releasing their content. Thus, when one finds that an article could be of interest to a friend, it can be directly copied and forwarded to him since any access to the content will generate a new payment to the copyright holder. This forwarding action must not involve the information provider.
Accessing the article content off-line without being tied to a network is an important issue. However it requires the use of tamper proof external devices such as secure smart card readers for off-line electronic commerce in order to undertake the role of a credit institution. This raises however the problem of correctly dispatching the revenue collected off-line to the right information providers. This issue will need careful attention when considering off-line usage.

Currently Revenue collection for electronic material does not support the pay per use scheme. If one is interested in only one section of a newspaper, it will not be possible to pay only for that specific section but one will have to buy the whole issue or pay a full subscription price in order to be granted access rights. Whereas in the electronic world having every piece of information attached with a price associated to authorized actions results in a highly flexible pay per use scheme.

It is noteworthy to mention that issues considering whether or not information is to be subsidized by advertisement is a policy decision of the information provider. Free information can be considered as paying information with price zero. Free does not mean loosing copyright and intellectual property. Thus these issues need careful attention even in a “free information” digital world trend.

We identify the following requirements:

- information providers should be able to collect revenue from their electronic publishing activity,
- information providers should be assured that their copyrights and intellectual property are protected,
- information providers should be assured that article content access will generate payment to the copyright holder,
- information providers should be assured that article content will be protected and secured against illegal access and use.

3.2 Information Classification

Each publication has its own way of structuring and classifying its content. For example, a newspaper has a front page with headlines and is composed of columns and sections (e.g., politics, finance, sports, arts, classifieds, etc.), sub-sections (e.g., international, national, local, etc.). Thus, the classification scheme used by an information provider for a given publication can be easily derived from the structure of that publication. From there on, and in the scope on an electronic newspaper system, an electronic article belonging to a given section can be assigned a classification identifier by the publisher. This is done at the time the article is published and is similar to inserting the article in a given section of a hard copy newspaper. Moreover, due to the electronic nature of the article and the possibility to dynamically process them, it is possible to assign the article alternate classification identifiers together with “weights” reflecting the level of relevance of that particular article to the alternate classifications. For example, an article can be classified as national politics and also be relevant to social issues, etc. Publications are different and their structure depends on many parameters such as field, theme, periodicity, target audience, etc. It is important to maintain this diversity of information sources and not to attempt
to unify information classification globally. A global unified classification scheme of information would result in a difficult to manage structure, which would in any case end up being an unsatisfactory common denominator. Thus, it is capital that each electronic publication keeps its own classification scheme from which the users will be able to make accurate and fine grained decisions about their interests. There is a problem however when the classification scheme changes due to reorganization of the publication. In the printed media, changes are simply reflected in the new editions together with comments. In the electronic world, careful attention needs to be given to this issue in order to ensure synchronization of the classification scheme used by the information consumer with the official one of the information provider. This leads to the following requirement:

- information providers should be able to have their own classification schemes.

### 3.3 Transition from Print and Web Publishing to Electronic Publishing

Today, most if not all publishers use computer assistance in their publishing process. It offers two major advantages. First, as opposed to the printed media, the marginal cost of publishing electronic documents once the initial copy exists, is close to nothing. Additional copies can be produced in a cost effective way. The second advantage is that almost all the material is already in some sort of digital form. Thus, when a new electronic publishing standard appears, it only takes the time to build the corresponding converters for using it. For example, when the Web appeared, it was relatively easy for the publishing industry to generate html files from the different electronic formats they already used. This leads to the following requirement:

- information providers should be able to easily transform existing electronic material into self contained electronic newspaper articles.

### 3.4 Hypermedia Electronic Publishing

Hypermedia electronic publishing is the result of combining hypertext techniques for information navigation with multimedia components. Hypertext systems offer a navigation mechanism allowing users to reach a target object through the referencing link also called an anchor. Thus, an electronic newspaper system must offer the information provider means to relate (i.e., link) articles to one another for historical evolution and access to archives as well as access to other resources. This issue is closely related to of the information consumer’s requirements on information access and evolution discussed in section 2.7. There are two different types of links. First, the internal link for which the target is bound to the same information provider. Second, the external link for which the target can be anything outside the domain of the information provider (e.g., a World-Wide Web address). This leads to the following requirements:

- information providers should be able to establish historical evolution links between articles,

- information providers should be able to insert links in articles to reference other material inside and outside their own domain.
3.5 Using Standards for Information Composition and Rendering

In the present context, the use of de facto standards such as the html formatting language [23] and the http protocol [24] offer many advantages. Both of them have become widely available standards. Html allows the use of any html editor for formatting electronic newspaper articles. This prevents from building yet another proprietary standard for composing and rendering information. Moreover, combining a commercially viable electronic newspaper system and the Internet protocols in a transparent way will benefit to the users. Such an approach is a key factor in user acceptance. This leads to the following requirement:

- information providers should rely on a standard widely accepted formatting language for electronic newspaper article composition and rendering.

3.6 Editorial Process

Electronic publishing raises a fundamental question concerning the editorial process. Namely, what is an edition or an issue in the electronic context? In the traditional newspaper industry when the chief editor gives his final consent he triggers the publishing process of an edition. This is done on a day by day basis for a daily newspaper. Thus, the editorial process for the printed media is a discreet notion based on periodical issues. Whereas in an electronic newspaper infrastructure, one could say that an edition is triggered whenever a new information is made available (i.e., any time). Thus, the editorial process becomes a continuous notion. Although this issue is in essence a policy decision of the information provider, we need to satisfy the following requirement:

- information providers should be able to reflect the editorial process in the electronic newspaper articles.

3.7 Policy and Marketing Issues

An electronic newspaper system must offer full flexibility to the information provider to accommodate any policy issue the information provider chooses. Such issues cover but are not limited to brandware, pricing, payment methods, layout, frequent buyer programs, subscription, advertisement, direct marketing etc. For example, the industry is very keen on logos, presentation styles, layouts and special services they offer. They are often protected by copyright and reflect in an unambiguous way a brand, a product or even a life-style. From a marketing point of view, this is a very important issue. Thus we have the following requirement:

- information providers should be able to accommodate and customize policy dependent issues according to their needs.

3.8 Service Availability

High availability of the information providers is also of prime importance. The expectations facing the electronic publishing industry require a twenty four hours per day availability of the system due to the inherent global nature of the used media. Bad servicing over time will lead to a loss of trust from the clients which will consider other information sources offering better quality of service. This leads to the following requirement:
• information providers should strive to offer high service availability to information consumers.

4 An Agent Based Electronic Newspaper System

The usage of agent technology for an electronic newspaper system is a choice. However, there are a number of issues relevant to the electronic publishing field, for which agent technology, also called mobile object systems [25] [26], can provide solutions.

4.1 Portability and Architecture Independence

From a network point of view, an electronic newspaper system is likely to span over a great number of interconnected heterogeneous hosts for both information providers and consumers. Besides, it is highly probable that these hosts will not be running the same operating system. To this respect, agent technology provides a very clear abstraction of distributed heterogeneous systems by running on each participating node of the network a common agent execution environment also called an agent execution platform. Thus, all the collaborating agent execution platforms together form the agent system as a whole and share common characteristics.

From the point of view of the underlying technology over which an agent system relies, issues such as architecture independence (i.e., portability) and network awareness are of prime importance. The Java [27][28] language has become a de facto standard for network aware software development. Moreover, the generated Java byte code can be interpreted on any Java Virtual Machine [29] and is thus fully portable due to its wide availability. The Java language per se does not support mobile computations in the sense of an agent system. However, it may be extended to support the agent paradigm as in [30][31][32][33][34]. Thus, we make the basic assumption that a Java virtual machine exists, or can be easily downloaded and installed. This assumption is also supported by the recent release of the JavaOS [35] operating environment, the JavaStation [36] and the picoJava [37] microprocessor.

One of the most important requirements for an agent based electronic newspaper system concerns the agent platform. That is, in order to participate in the agent based commercial exchange of hypernews articles against its counterpart (i.e., electronic payment) both the information providers and the information consumers must agree on a common underlying agent execution platform. Portability issues must be considered in the choice of this technology in order to avoid as much as possible high hardware architecture dependencies. The Java Virtual Machine could be considered to this respect. Issues surrounding interoperation of heterogeneous agent systems fall out of the scope of this paper. It represents an active research area [38] and could be addressed in the future separately in order to achieve true interoperation of agents and thus to drop this requirement about the same execution environment.

4.2 Security

Security is a crucial issue in the scope of an electronic newspaper system since the target is to distribute commercially the electronic information and thus to protect as much as possible intellectual property, copyright of content and revenue collection. From the point of view of the agent
execution platform, special attention must be given to three aspects. First, authentication of the communicating parties. This means that when an agent migrates between two platforms there must be a way to ensure that the agent really comes from the announced source. Second, the platform must be assured that the received agent has not been tampered with while migrating. Third, a minimal level of security is required to prevent malicious agents to enter or at least to execute on the agent platform. This involves some way of detecting such agents and defining what malicious actions cover and what to do with them.

Most of the issues regarding security and mobile object systems are described in detail in [40]. They are classified in five categories: transfer security, authentication and authorization, host system security, computational environment security and mobile object system security. However, from the point of view of a user of agent technology (i.e., agent programmer), this is not sufficient. Granting access and execution rights to a foreign agent requires more than knowing that the agent is authenticated and not malicious. For example, in an electronic newspaper system, it is important for the user not to be bothered by unwanted solicitations even if they are not malicious and come from identified sources. Thus, the platform must provide a hook to a second level of security which can be customized according to the needs of the application (e.g., an access control system). Such a hook appears to be fundamental in the scope of electronic newspaper system in order to prevent flooding of unwanted information, advertisement agents and other solicitations. Similarly, after considering incoming agents, attention should be given to outgoing agents. Since the agent environment will be hosting foreign agents, it is capital to constrain any migration or communication request to be granted clearance for leaving or authorization to communicate with the outer world. Migration and communication should not be possible without the information consumer being explicitly aware of it.

The raw material of an electronic newspaper system is the article. By encapsulating both the article content and the necessary primitives to protect, pay and release this content inside an autonomous entity (i.e., an article agent) is an advantage that agent technology provides. Thus, the article agents are fully responsible for their own security. They control access to their content, generate payment and enable them to be freely copied and distributed. The free copying and distribution of hypernews articles (i.e., agents) is a capital requirement for the targeted electronic newspaper system. Since payment must occur prior to the access of the content, there is no problem of misuse or copyright infringement.

4.3 Persistency

Persistency is an important issue in the field of mobile agents [39]. In the scope of an electronic newspaper system, we consider this issue from two viewpoints: the agent platform and the agents themselves. From the platform point of view, it should be possible to freeze the agent environment as a whole any time (this also involves the freezing of the currently executing threads) and to restore it either on the same machine or after migration on a new host, resuming execution at the exact previously frozen state. This could be found useful in case of desktop to laptop or palmtop transfer for mobile users.

Concerning the agent instances, it should be possible to save agents to secondary memory and reload them subsequently. Since the agents are executing, two cases arise. In the first case,
the currently executing threads of the agents must be frozen immediately and the agent saved.
In the second case, the agent is instructed to complete current execution of critical sections prior
to the freezing operation. This type of operation requires a way to mark the critical sections of
an agent. The freezing operation on an agent should also be possible without saving it to secondary
storage. This is, putting it in idle state until some condition is verified. This could be very
useful for scheduling purposes and to save system resources.

4.4 Migration

An electronic newspaper system requires that the participating actors exchange payment against
the provided service (i.e., the article). It is also most likely that such an environment will evolve
over time, requiring to update software. Mobility and flexibility of persons have become com-
mon constraints of every day life. Therefore moving around at such a fast pace require means
for freeing computer environments from being tied to specific hosts or geographical locations
by allowing them to be easily transferred from host to host without losing any state while mi-
grating. The issues raised here cover software upgrade, mobility of both the running software
and environment while preserving code and state\(^1\) during migration. Agent technology should
accounts for these issues together with the inherent security issues.

The agent system should offer means for sending agents (i.e., migration) on either a one to
one, or a one to many basis. In both cases it should be possible to specify whether a response is
expected or not. When sending agents on a one to many basis, it should also be possible to spec-
ify that the agent is to be issued (i.e., copied) as many times as the number of destinations or that
it should have a unique copy travelling from destination to destination until they have all been
reached. When an agent migrates, many things can happen. The issue here is to provide the
mechanism to instruct an agent what to do in situations such as unreachable destination, denied
access, normal or abnormal termination, security violation, etc. For example, to instruct the
agent what to do upon completion when it has migrated, a final action could be self destruct, re-
turn to original location, stay and sleep, execute, save, etc.

4.5 Practical Issues for an Agent System

Ideally, the agent system should be totally transparent to the user especially in the scope of an
electronic newspaper system which is aimed at non computer experts. The platform should be
able to install itself almost automatically from scratch and remove itself likewise. Thus, a new
user could download the environment through a plain web browser and simply launch it to use
the electronic newspaper system without even noticing the existence of an agent environment.

Concerning the platform configuration at start up time, it should be able, upon request, to
automatically configure, in a kind of plug ‘n play way, most of the system resources like printers,
databases, etc. Different levels of automatic configuration could be introduced depending on the
level of the user (e.g., fully automatic, semi-automatic, personalized for experts). The reason is
that no matter where a system is, such system resources are most likely to exist and to be needed

\(^1\) This includes preserving the state of the currently executing threads.
by the user and the system. This way, when a platform is launched at a given location, those common resources can be automatically found and configured to meet the users needs.

There is an important issue concerning agent embedding and duplication. For example, one receives an electronic newspaper article agent and decides to make comments about its content. The issue is how to achieve this from an agent point of view. The ideal situation would be to create a new container agent holding the comments and embedding the initial untouched article agent. Conceptually, this is a very clean approach in the sense that it reflects the different levels of added value. Thus, for example, an information provider offering a news digest service can easily compose an agent on a given topic, holding article agents from other providers related to the given topic. The added value of the digest service is reflected by the containing agent which can have a price while preserving the embedded articles of other providers. This approach raises however the issue on how an agent is to be duplicated. In the first example of an article and its comment, there are three ways one might want to forward the information: with the comment, without the comment or only the comment with a reference to the article.

Finally, there are a number of “housekeeping” issues. Having an environment hosting and executing software agents requires means to monitor them. For example, retrieving the state of a foreign agent which is faulty requires to remove it. An agent system must offer to the runtime environment the means to create dynamically new agents and to tailor them according to the needs of a running application. For example an electronic newspaper system must be able to create an article agent on the fly with specific properties. Finally from the point of view of the programmer of an agent based system a clear interface (API) to the agent system is essential.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we have presented the requirements for a hypermedia electronic newspaper system. We have considered and discussed a series of issues relevant to information consumers and providers allowing to draw a set of requirements for an electronic newspaper system. We have then considered and discussed the requirements related to the use of agent technology for implementing an electronic newspaper system.

Based on the requirements described in this paper, we have designed a scheme for the commercial distribution of electronic documents enforcing copyright control and payment at the time the article content is accessed for reading [41]. Furthermore, we have designed an architecture for an electronic newspaper system based on agents called HyperNews [42]. Currently, we are working on the implementation of the HyperNews prototype which will be installed by the end of 1997 at our industrial partner’s site “L’Hebdo” for evaluation in a commercial environment.
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